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Multimedia—an integrated and interactive presentation of
speech, audio, video, graphics, and text—has become a ma-
jor driving force behind a multitude of applications. Increas-
ingly, multimedia content is being accessed by a large num-
ber of diverse users and clients at anytime, and from any-
where, across various communication channels such as the
Internet and wireless networks. As mobile cellular and wire-
less LAN networks are evolving to carry multimedia data,
an all-IP-based system akin to the Internet is likely to be
employed due to its cost efficiency, improved reliability, al-
lowance of easy implementation of new services, indepen-
dence of control and transport, and importantly, easy inte-
gration of multiple networks.

However, reliable transmission of multimedia over such
an integrated IP-based network poses many challenges. This
is not just due to the inherently lower transmission rates pro-
vided by these networks as compared with traditional deliv-
ery networks (e.g., ATM, cable networks, satellite), but also
due to associated problems such as congestion, competing

traffic, fading, interference, and mobility, all of which lead to
varying transmission capacity and losses.

Consequently, to achieve a high level of acceptability and
proliferation of networkedmultimedia, a solution for reliable
and efficient transmission over IP and wireless networks is
required. Several key requirements need to be satisfied.

(1) Easy adaptability to rate variations since the available
transmission capacity may vary due to interference,
overlapping wireless LANs, competing traffic, mobil-
ity, multipath fading, and so forth.

(2) Robustness to data losses since depending on the chan-
nel condition, partial data losses may occur.

(3) Support for device scalability and user preferences since
various clients may be connected at different data rates
and request transmissions that are optimized for their
respective connections and capabilities.

(4) Limited complexity implementations for mobile wire-
less devices.
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(5) Adaptation to the quality-of-service (QoS) provided by
the network.

(6) Efficient end-to-end transmission over different net-
works exhibiting various characteristics and QoS guar-
antees.

To address the above-mentioned requirements, innovative
solutions are needed for adaptive and error-resilient mul-
timedia compression, error control, error protection and
concealment, multimedia streaming architectures, channel
models and channel estimation, packetization and schedul-
ing, and so forth. Such solutions can best be developed by a
combination of theory, tools, and methods from the fields
of networking, signal processing, and computer engineer-
ing. This integrated and cross-disciplinary approach has led
to the advent of a new research wave in compression, joint
source-channel coding, and network-adaptive media deliv-
ery, and has motivated the emergence of novel compression
standards, transmission protocols, and networking solutions.

Recently, both the academic and industrial communi-
ties have realized the potential of such integrated solutions
for multimedia applications. Consequently, multimedia net-
working is evolving as one of the most active research areas.
Despite the significant research efforts in this area, numer-
ous problems related to the optimal design of source coding
schemes aimed at transmission over a variety of networks,
joint source-channel coding trade-offs, and flexiblemultime-
dia architectures remain open.

This special issue is an attempt to cover a wide range of
topics under the broad multimedia networking umbrella by
publishing twelve papers reporting on recent results in the
above-mentioned research areas. The papers in this special
issue correspond to advances in five different areas of multi-
media networking:

(i) layered coding and transmission,
(ii) cost-effective and complexity-scalable implementa-

tions,
(iii) efficient end-to-end transmission using proxies,
(iv) quality of service,
(v) mechanisms for robust coding and transmission.

In the first area, Viéron et al., T. P.-C. Chen and T. Chen,
Wu et al., and Thie and Taubman dedicate four papers, re-
spectively, to robust video transmission using layered coding,
covering various aspects such as joint source-channel cod-
ing, rate-shaping, and efficient streaming strategies. In the
second area, Saponara et al. and Mietens et al. consider cost-
effective and complexity-scalable implementations of the dif-
ferent video compression standards employed for multime-
dia communication applications. In the third area, Pei and
Modestino, and Radha et al. consider the use of proxies for
improving the video quality when transmitted over multiple-
hop wireless or wired networks exhibiting different channel
characteristics. In the fourth area, Song and Lee consider the
effective mechanisms for QoS using renegotiating schemes
for streaming video. In the fifth area, Taal et al., Song and
Liu, and Jin et al. consider different mechanisms for robust
video coding and transmission, such as source-channel rate

allocation schemes, novel scheduling strategies for video dis-
tribution using parallel servers, and optimization of error-
resilient video transmission using behavior models.

As this special issue illustrates, academic and industrial
research in multimedia networking is becoming increasingly
vibrant, and the field continues to pose new challenges that
will require innovative approaches. Potential solutions will
need to cross the boundaries between the fields of signal pro-
cessing, networking, and computer engineering, and we be-
lieve that such cross-fertilization is likely to catalyze many in-
teresting and relevant new research topics and applications.
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